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	NAME: Majestan
	DESCRIPTION: Eighteen moons revolve around the primary planet in the Majesta system, & serve as the homes of the 17 familial bloodlines of the Majestan. They all orbit a single nitrogen-rich gas giant, which in turn makes its revolution around a dark blue star. With the exception of the single moon used only for its high mineral content, each family bloodline, or sect, of this canine species lives solely upon their own moon - sending their workers & politicians to the other moons for trade & commerce. The term ‘Alphasect’ is the collective term used by them to describe the collective familial closeness each & every Majestan feels toward one another. From their days as pack creatures they have a sort of shared instinct that makes their society so close knit & singular. Moon names: Atus, Bikien, Fogix, Xeus. Tapox, Cloton, Erong, Sotius, Kochia, Thatan, Avlox, Ranviz, Ozvav, Tator, Agella, Caavera, Suil & Pyrou, the mineral-rich moon.Names: They have a given name, 'of the' <moon name> sect as a family name. 
	ERA:  2371 or later [Shackleton Expanse]
	Text Field 13:  We live for the Alphasect and serve the Alphasect.
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Daring +1, Fitness +1,  
	Text Field 8: Majestan are short (avg. 4' tall, wt. 110 lbs), thick-furred canine humanoids that are still able to  walk on all fours. They are carnivores, & raise all manner of game to be hunted & eaten on each of their moons. They once had sharp claws & long teeth, though a millennia of learning to civilize has dulled them, although they can still feel an echo of the hunter’s instinct within them. They may move an extra hex when on all fours.
	TALENTS: Majestan, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Feral Throwback [Xeus sect]
	TALENT TEXT 1: The hunting & animal instincts in your family sect were never dulled, & your body reflects this in your long claws & large, savage teeth set in black gums. Your claws & teeth allow your Unarmed strikes to deal +1 CD, Vicious 1, Intense. You gain 1d20 to your rolls to intimidate.
	TALENT NAME 2: Nocturnal Breed [Caavera, Erong, & Ranviz sects]
	TALENT TEXT 2: Your family sect is from one of the moons that see the least amount of daylight from the star your system revolves around. Due to long nights & dusky days, you have fantastic night vision. You suffer no Difficulty penalties to your sight due to low-light or darkness conditions.
	TALENT NAME 3: Large Breed [Must be taken at PC creation] [Atus sect]
	TALENT TEXT 3: Your family sect lifted themselves up off all fours & just kept stretching upward! You are massive compared to others of your species, broad shouldered, & short snouted. You stand between 4'8" & 5'8" & your weight is 1.5x > than a normal member of your species. Gain +1 Fitness.
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